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4Like the Waters


This publication accompanies the Like 
The Waters We Rise box set, a collection 
of posters, photos and objects from the 
front lines of the climate justice movement, 
1968–2022.    


Like The Waters We Rise was created 
as part of a larger exhibition and event 
series developed with both the Nathan 
Cummings Foundation (New York City) 
and Interference Archive (Brooklyn) 
in 2019–2020. Interference Archive 
volunteers Nora Almeida, Ryan Buckley, 
Sophie Glidden-Lyon, Rachel Jones, and 
Siyona Ravi supported the selection of 
materials and event production for this 
first iteration of the exhibition. 
               
The box set was created in 2022 in 
collaboration with Booklyn, an artist-run 
non-profit which archives and distributes 
the work of artists and social justice 
groups that address urgent cultural issues 
of our time.    
                
The contents of the Like The Waters We 
Rise box set were selected and organized 
by Raquel de Anda and Josh MacPhee. 
This publication was written by Raquel de 
Anda, LJ Amsterdam, and Josh MacPhee. 
Educational activities were created by LJ 
Amsterdam. Photographic research and 
image permissions were facilitated by 
Breanna Denney.    


This box set and publication were pro-
duced with support from the Nathan 
Cummings Foundation.


Cover: Members of Ironbound (Climate Justice 
Alliance) at the People’s Climate March, 2014. 
Photo: Rae Breaux.


All materials are copyrighted by their 
individual owners, as cited.
The writing is licensed under a Creative 
Commons Attribution—NonCommerical 
4.0 International License (https://
creativecommons.org/licenses/ 
by-nc/4.0/).      
          
Proceeds from this project are being 
donated to the Climate Justice Alliance in 
order to fund additional culture to support 
frontline climate justice organizing. 
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INTRODUCTION


Like the Waters We Rise is a collection 
of culture, ephemera, and history 
charting early and recent waves in 
climate justice organizing. The scale 
of the climate crisis we are collectively 
facing is daunting, and it is our hope 
that each piece offers a portal to an 
inspiration, a victory, or a teaching about 
how people-powered action is the most 
viable strategy we have for building the 
future. Each element of this collection 
has been carefully selected to support an 
understanding of climate justice as a rich, 
intersectional movement of movements 
driven by a multitude of visions for a 
better world. 
 We know the data: the temperatures 
rising, the shores eroding, the species 
disappearing, the families migrating. The 
numbers tell the truth but truth doesn’t 
always catalyze people into action– 
meaning does. Culture does what science 
does not: hits you right in the gut, pulls your 


heart, makes you get out of your chair and 
join the march going by. It is the culture 
that gets you excited to take on the fight 
and enables you to see what you’re going 
to win, the future you get to be a part of. 
 Everything included in this 
collection was designed and produced 
as a call to action. Posters, a touchstone 
of movement visual culture, are a high-
impact format: versatile, accessible, 
affordable, replicable, and easy to 
distribute. Pablo Picasso said, “The 
meaning of life is to find your gift. The 
purpose of life is to give it away.” The 
artists and activists included in this 
collection harnessed their gifts and gave 
them away over and over again. None of 
this is precious—except for the planet, the 
most perfect work of art.”
 The climate justice movement is 
expanding the aperture of what’s possible 
for our shared future: realigning our values, 
restoring our relationships with each 
other, and reconnecting with land. We 
invite you to engage with the material, be 
inspired by those who have come before, 
and find your role in the movement. A


ONE


Big Mountain Defense March, Dine women and children 
march against the Navajo-Hopi Relocation Act, 1974. 
Photo: Lisa Law c/o Center for Southwest Research, 
University of New Mexico.
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To complement the visuals, 
concepts, and case studies in Like 
the Waters We Rise, we’ve designed 
some hands-on activities for use in 
classrooms and community centers. 
At the end of each chapter—on 
the pink pages like this one—you’ll 
find a corresponding project that 
activates engagement with the 
principles and strategies driving 


some of the most powerful social 
movements. These activities are 
accessible for a range of diverse 
audiences and adaptable for 
a variety of educational and 
community contexts. Our hope 
is that these tools enhance your 
teaching, your activism, and your 
cultural work. 
 
  
 


EDUCATIONAL PROJECTSACTIVITY


Papel Machete and Agitarte lead an interactive 
performance of a hand-illustrated scroll, 2018. Photo: 
Chauncey Velasco.







EDUCATIONAL PROJECTS
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We all come to the table with 
different words to describe the 
problems we’re facing and our 
ideas for solutions. Bringing people 
together to fight the climate crisis 
often requires a shared language.  
     
Climate: the conditions of Earth’s 
atmosphere over a long period of 
time; long-term weather patterns 
that happen above the surface of 
the earth.


Climate Change: large-scale 
changes to Earth’s atmospheric 
conditions including global 
warming, rising sea levels, and 
catastrophic weather-related 
events.


Climate Justice: a people-centered 
approach to addressing climate 
change that acknowledges that 
the policies and projects most 
responsible for climate change 
have disproportionately impacted 
people of color, Indigenous people, 
poor and working class people, 
and women, and that these 
communities need to be front and 
center in developing solutions for 
ecological and social justice. 


Ecology: literally, “knowledge of 
home (“eco” = home, “ology” = study 
of);” the study of Earth and how all 
its living things interact with their 
surroundings and each other.  


Indigenous Sovereignty: the ability 
of Indigenous people to self-govern 
their land and self-determine their 
communities’ futures. 


Food Sovereignty: the ability of 
communities to determine the 
quality and quantity of the food 
they consume by controlling how 
food is produced and distributed. 


Just Transition: the transition from 
an extractive economy (fossil fuel 
extraction, exploitative jobs, wealth 
inequality, etc.) to a regenerative 
economy (clean energy, jobs with 
dignity, wealth redistribution, etc.).


CLIMATE GLOSSARY







National Guard troops block striking workers 
in Memphis, TN, 1968. c/o Alamy.







BEGINNINGS OF A MOVEMENT: 
ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE


The concept of environmental justice 
emerged through action. Environmental 
justice struggles are often hyper-local 
and address specific inequities of 
environmental protections, exclusion from 
decision-making processes, and high rates 
of pollution-related health problems. In 
both rural and urban contexts, the solution 
for marginalized communities is not just 
ecological remediation, but increased 
access to education, health care, high 
quality food, and jobs with dignity. 
 The movement functions 
as a response to conventional 
environmentalism, which prioritized 
conserving natural habitats and 
policing the behavior of individuals. 
From its inception, the environmental 
justice movement has demonstrated 
that preserving pristine ecosystems is 
insufficient when many primarily poor 
and working class communities of color 
are experiencing active degradation 
of their environments. Successful 
environmental justice organizers have 
proved that it takes concerted community 
action, not simply the changing of 
consumption patterns, to tackle issues like 


contaminated air, water, and land.
 The Civil Rights Movement sounded 
the alarm about environmental risks and 
public health dangers for communities 
of color. The famous I AM A MAN 
placard from the Memphis Sanitation 
Workers Strike in 1968 marks one of the 
most iconic protests of the Civil Rights 
Movement. Some cite this strike as the 
earliest emergence of the environmental 
justice movement with Rev. Dr. Martin 
Luther King Jr. marching alongside 
Black sanitation workers. Together, they 
demanded an end to their unequal pay 
and working conditions, centering health 
concerns in their demands for racial 
and economic equality. Dr. King was 
assassinated the day after the march. His 
legacy attests to the power of connecting 
race, class, militarism, and health and 
paved the way for seminal legislation 
such as the Clean Air Act (1970) and the 
Clean Water Act (1972). 


A


Momentum for environmental justice 
continued to grow through the 1980s, 
with leaders from communities of 


TWO
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which they demanded accountability 
from the ten largest, mostly white, 
environmental organizations. Co-signed 
by 100 leaders from community-based 
organizations, the letter called out 
harmful legislation supported by the ten 
organizations, demanded that leaders 
of color be placed in high-ranking staff 
positions, and asked them to reconsider 
their funding relationships with large 
corporations. This letter, along with the 
17 Principles of Environmental Justice 


(1991) drafted at the National People 
of Color and Environmental Leadership 
Summit, represent the crystallization 
of environmental justice movement 
infrastructure. Together, they advanced 
a shared vision of upending systems 
of inequality in the fight for a just and 
healthy future and underscore that 
frontline communities are the rightful 
leaders of a more holistic approach to 
ending social and environmental harm. A


color organizing around the lack of 
environmental protections in their 
neighborhoods. Through their work, 
they directly challenged the “expertise” 
of mainstream, overwhelmingly white 
environmentalism, pointing out that it 
ignored the disproportionate impacts of 
pollution on low-income communities 
and communities of color. As part of their 
vision, they called for a new environmental 
movement centering social justice, with the 
communities most impacted at the helm.
 In what was to become a 
watershed moment for the environmental 
justice movement, protests in Warren 
County, North Carolina (1982) saw 
predominantly Black residents targeting 
the state for the dumping of PCB toxins 
into their neighborhood as part of an 
EPA approved landfill project. Over the 
course of six weeks, residents blocked 
10,000 truckloads of contaminated soil 
from entering, leading to over 550 arrests. 
These dramatic events generated national 
controversy, coined the term “environment 
racism,” and brought the burgeoning 
movement further into focus. 
 Soon thereafter, a groundbreaking 
report entitled Toxic Wastes and Race in 
the United States (1987) was published by 
the United Church for Christ’s Commission 
for Racial Justice, becoming the first 
major study demonstrating unequivocally 
that environmental racism was a reality 
across the US. Among its many findings 
it showed that 3 out of 4 toxic waste sites 
were situated next to African-American 
communities. While the communities 
most impacted already knew this truth, 
the report provided them with evidence to 
make their case to government authorities, 
the media, and the broader public.
 The Southwest Organizing 
Project continued this effort by drafting 
Letter to the Group of Ten (1990), in 


Youth activists at the PCB landfill protest, Warren 
County, NC, 1982. Photo: Jerome Friar c/o North Carolina 
Collection Photographic Archives, Wilson Library, The 
University of North Carolina.











Reverend Joseph Lowery with protestors in 
Warren County, NC, 1982. c/o Bettmann/Getty. 
Opposite: Designer unknown, No PCB, offset 
printed placard, 1982.







WE, THE PEOPLE OF COLOR, gathered together at this multinational People of Color Environmental Leadership 
Summit, to begin to build a national and international movement of all peoples of color to fight the destruction 
and taking of our lands and communities, do hereby re-establish our spiritual interdependence to the sacredness 
of our Mother Earth; to respect and celebrate each of our cultures, languages and beliefs about the natural world 
and our roles in healing ourselves; to ensure environmental justice; to promote economic alternatives which would 
contribute to the development of environmentally safe livelihoods; and, to secure our political, economic and cultural 
liberation that has been denied for over 500 years of colonization and oppression, resulting in the poisoning of our 
communities and land and the genocide of our peoples, do affirm and adopt these Principles of Environmental 
Justice:


The Principles of Environmental Justice (EJ)
1) Environmental Justice affirms the sacredness of 
Mother Earth, ecological unity and the interdependence 
of all species, and the right to be free from ecological 
destruction.


2) Environmental Justice demands that public policy be 
based on mutual respect and justice for all peoples, free 
from any form of discrimination or bias.


3) Environmental Justice mandates the right to ethical, 
balanced and responsible uses of land and renewable 
resources in the interest of a sustainable planet for hu-
mans and other living things.


4) Environmental Justice calls for universal protection 
from nuclear testing, extraction, production and dispos-
al of toxic/hazardous wastes and poisons and nuclear 
testing that threaten the fundamental right to clean air, 
land, water, and food.


5) Environmental Justice affirms the fundamental 
right to political, economic, cultural and environmental 
self-determination of all peoples.


6) Environmental Justice demands the cessation of the 
production of all toxins, hazardous wastes, and radioac-
tive materials, and that all past and current producers 
be held strictly accountable to the people for detoxifica-
tion and the containment at the point of production.


7) Environmental Justice demands the right to partici-
pate as equal partners at every level of decision-making, 
including needs assessment, planning, implementation, 
enforcement and evaluation.


8) Environmental Justice affirms the right of all workers 
to a safe and healthy work environment without being 
forced to choose between an unsafe livelihood and un-
employment. It also affirms the right of those who work 
at home to be free from environmental hazards.


9) Environmental Justice protects the right of victims of 
environmental injustice to receive full compensation and 
reparations for damages as well as quality health care.
10) Environmental Justice considers governmental acts 


of environmental injustice a violation of international 
law, the Universal Declaration On Human Rights, and 
the United Nations Convention on Genocide.


11) Environmental Justice must recognize a special 
legal and natural relationship of Native Peoples to 
the U.S. government through treaties, agreements, 
compacts, and covenants affirming sovereignty and 
self-determination.


12) Environmental Justice affirms the need for urban 
and rural ecological policies to clean up and rebuild our 
cities and rural areas in balance with nature, honoring 
the cultural integrity of all our communities, and provid-
ed fair access for all to the full range of resources.


13) Environmental Justice calls for the strict enforce-
ment of principles of informed consent, and a halt to 
the testing of experimental reproductive and medical 
procedures and vaccinations on people of color.


14) Environmental Justice opposes the destructive oper-
ations of multi-national corporations.


15) Environmental Justice opposes military occupation, 
repression and exploitation of lands, peoples and cul-
tures, and other life forms.


16) Environmental Justice calls for the education of pres-
ent and future generations which emphasizes social and 
environmental issues, based on our experience and an 
appreciation of our diverse cultural perspectives.


17) Environmental Justice requires that we, as individ-
uals, make personal and consumer choices to consume 
as little of Mother Earth’s resources and to produce as 
little waste as possible; and make the conscious deci-
sion to challenge and reprioritize our lifestyles to ensure 
the health of the natural world for present and future 
generations.


More info on environmental justice and environmental racism can be found online at www.ejnet.org/ej/


Delegates to the First National People of Color Environmental Leadership Summit held on October 24-27, 1991, in Washington 
DC, drafted and adopted these 17 principles of Environmental Justice. Since then, the Principles have served as a defining docu-
ment for the growing grassroots movement for environmental justice.
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Poetry–like the posters, banners, and 
patches included in the collection–is 
another form of creative communication. 
Statistics and scientific data convey the 
scale of the climate crisis, but culture and 
art move people to action. 
 
This activity asks you to compose 
an original poem about an issue that 
matters to you. While researching, 
compiling, and writing, you’ll be analyzing 
the ways in which that issue is shaped 
by various stakeholders, storytellers, and 
media outlets. Understanding how an 
issue is already being framed helps you 
identify how you want to build on that 
discourse, or maybe reframe the issue, to 
inspire people to take action. 
 
1. Select:  Invite participants to choose 
one poster from the collection. 


2.  Research: Ask each person to find 3-5  
credible articles that describe the issue 
being framed in the poster. Encourage 
people to explore articles from different 
sources: pieces that are explicitly 
sympathetic to the cause, outwardly 
hostile to the cause, or relatively neutral 
are all equally valuable as source material.


3. Dive Deeper: If people need some 
examples of what to look for in their source 
material, suggest seeking out details about 
the communities on the frontline of this 
climate fight. For example, what impacts 
are the community facing? What are 
the community’s goals? What methods 
are they using to organize, mobilize, and 
create change? What is the corporate 
or governmental opposition doing in 
response to this community’s fight? 


4. Compose: Consider these guiding 
questions as you read through your 
materials. Why does this fight matter? 
What is at stake? What stands out to you 
and what do you want others to know? 


5. Collage: Ideally, have your source 
material in hard copy so when you’re 
identifying evocative words and 
meaningful phrases you can cut them 
out. If you don’t have your source material 
in hard copy, use sticky notes to write 
down words and phrases to adapt the 
assemblage process.


6. Omit: As a compliment and contrast 
to collaging, play with removing words, 
phrases, or full sentences from your source 
material.


7. Compose:  Arrange your words and 
phrases into poems. People can choose 
to use only the collage methodology, only 
the omission methodology, or utilize both. 
Poems do not have to summarize the 
issue or read like a report. These poems 
are always more powerful when they are 
stylized, lyrical, and emotional. 


8. Share: The final poem can be arranged 
and glued onto poster paper or written 
up/typed up anew. When it’s time to share 
back with the group, make sure everyone’s 
poem has a name and makes reference to 
the original poster that inspired them.


COLLAGE AND OMISSION POETRYACTIVITY







The Young Lord’s Serve The People breakfast 
program, 1970. Photo: Hiram Mirastany.







INTERSECTING MOVEMENTS: 
BLACK & BROWN LIBERATION, 
INDIGENOUS SOVEREIGNTY


Since the era of frontier violence, 
Indigenous people have been subjected 
to environmental injustice: displacement 
from their ancestral territories, forced 
relocation, and exploitation by the fossil 
fuel and nuclear industries. Defying more 
than five hundred years of attempted 
erasure, Indigenous people hold traditional 
ecological knowledge that can protect 
us all against increasing climate chaos. 
Supporting Indigenous sovereignty is 
an essential strategy of climate justice 
because keeping Native lands in Native 
hands addresses historical wrongs 
and protects land and water for future 
generations. Jesus Barraza’s Tiera 
Indígena (2019) reminds us that even after 
centuries of occupation, the land we’re 
on is still Indigenous land: it is sovereign, 
enduring, and doesn’t recognize borders.


A


 The US government continues to assert 
artificial boundaries in tribal territories, 
sowing discord among Indigenous 
people and facilitating access to mineral 
extraction. In 1974, Congress passed the 


Navajo-Hopi Land Settlement Act which 
authorized a partition of 1.8 million acres 
of jointly owned Navajo-Hopi land in 
Northern Arizona. The construction of a 
300-mile fence began in 1977, dividing 
previously open and shared land, forcibly 
relocating over 10,000 Navajo people 
and 100 Hopi people and blocking access 
to sacred sites and common use areas. 
The Settlement Act also imposed a strict 
livestock reduction program which directly 
threatened the Navajo way of life. Navajos 
Resist Forced Relocation (mid-1980s) 
depicts a Navajo aunty in Dził Ntsaaí (Big 
Mountain, AZ) where the eviction process 
has been ongoing for over 50 years. 
 Navajo elders and women have 
consistently been at the forefront of the 
resistance to relocation and extraction, 
protesting through direct action and 
practicing their traditional life-ways 
(raising livestock, living in hogans, 
speaking Navajo), which likely inspired 
artist Rini Templeton to choose an elder 
as the emblem of resistance on the cover 
of a pamphlet published by the Big 
Mountain Support Group. Indigenous-led 


THREE
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produced and freely distributed en 
masse for marches, encampments, and 
direct actions. Their work draws upon 
an Indigenous visual vocabulary that 
remixes traditional iconography with more 
contemporary aesthetics, and represents 
humans not only as being connected to 
the land but as being part of the land. 


A


Movements for Black and brown liberation 
have also been foundational for today’s 
climate justice activism because they 
articulated self-determination and 
community empowerment as the antidote 
to white supremacy and capitalism. 
Naming connections between racism, 
capitalism, and human and environmental 
health, Black and brown-led political 
groups brought attention to the fact 
that many of the same communities 
that were subjected to racism, income 
inequality, and political exclusion were 
also targets for extreme environmental 
harm. This analysis coalesced into the 
term “environmental racism,” which 
often looks like lead-poisoned water, 
coal-polluted air, and oil refinery waste 
resulting in communities with shockingly 
high rates of asthma, cancer, and chronic 
illness. The work of these movements 
to define an intersectional lens of social 
and environmental justice built the stage 
for contemporary organizing for climate 
justice. 
 The Black Panther Party’s tenets 
and tactics were central to the Black 
Liberation Movement, and inspired similar 
organizations in Asian-American, Chicano, 
and Puerto Rican communities. The 
Party’s nationally distributed newspaper, 
The Black Panther, was filled with news 
and perspectives related to Black people 
and ignored by the mainstream press. 
The highly stylized artwork by the Party’s 


and solidarity organizing continues in 
and around Black Mesa now in support of 
Navajo community members who refuse 
to abandon their ancestral lands.


A


Indigenous practices reflect a holistic and 
harmonious worldview and a spiritual 
connection to land. This reverence for 
the interconnectedness of all life forms 
is present in the work of the Onaman 
Collective (Christi Belcourt, Isaac 
Murdoch, and Erin Konsmo), whose flags, 
banners, and patches have appeared at 
climate justice mobilizations across the 
country—from Standing Rock and the 
Gulf South, to the Pacific Northwest and 
Hawai’i. Thunderbird Woman (2015) is 
one of hundreds of designs they have 


Boycott Lettuce, The Black Panther, v.8 n.27, 1972.







Jesus Barraza. Tierra Indigena, screenprint, 2019.
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Navajo women (Dine Nation) at the Big Mountain 
Weaving Project Meeting, 1994. Photo: Lisa Law c/o 
Center for Southwest Research, University of New 
Mexico. Opposite: Rini Templeton (Big Mountain 
Support Group), Navajos Resist Forced Relocation, 
publication cover, ca. 1980.







Navajo-Hopi Relocation Act protest (woman 
with sign, Roberta Blackgoat, woman with 
flag, Mae Tso), 1986. Photo: Kenji Kawano.
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state violence: the colonial occupation of 
the island of Puerto Rico, police oppression 
in the diaspora, and the daily onslaught 
of living in blighted urban neighborhoods 
with limited access to public services like 
education and medical care. Like the 
Panthers, the Young Lords established a 
“serve the people” program that mobilized 
community members to run street clean-
ups, breakfast and clothing programs, 
health services, and political education 
workshops. One of the posters they 
produced, Struggle (1971), both illustrates 
their willingness to use militancy in self-
defense of their communities and outlines 
the positive vision for which they fought. 
(health/food/housing/education). A


Minister of Culture, Emory Douglas, has 
been widely influential to activists and 
artists across the world. Cover art for the 
newspaper often spoke to the early canon 
of environmental justice: the right to 
land, health, and food, as well as at times 
promoting solidarity with farmworkers 
in California, as can be seen on the cover 
of the September 23, 1972 issue of The 
Black Panther.


A


 The Young Lords were a political and 
social activist group in the 60s and 70s 
who fought for justice and the liberation 
of Puerto Rican communities. They 
understood that their communities were 
experiencing a many-headed hydra of 


Water protectors at Standing Rock, North Dakota , 
2016. Photo: Matt Koller. Opposite: Isaac Murdoch 
(Onaman Collective), Thunderbird Woman, screen-
print, 2015.







Celebration of the Grito de Lares, Plaza Borinqueña, 
Bronx, NY, 1971. Photo: Máximo Colon. Opposite: 
Young Lords Party, Struggle, screenprint, 1971.
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As you’ve seen from the box set, 
Indigenous people are often hit first 
and worst by climate change and also 
offer some of the most creative and 
compelling strategies for protecting land, 
water, food, and the future. Though we 
have been deliberately mis-educated on 
Indigenous history, if we want to work in 
active solidarity with Indigenous people 
the onus is on us to educate ourselves.


As opposed to the colonialism that 
defined the Caribbean, where colonies 
were populated heavily by enslaved 
Africans who labored to produce riches 
for Europe, settler colonialism is a process 
of constructing colonies for foreigners 
to come, stay, and forcibly build a 
new society (on top of a preexisting 
Indigenous society). Scholar Patrick 
Wolfe framed it simply: settler colonialism 
“destroys in order to replace.” Countries 
including the United States, Canada, 
and Australia were “settled” by European 
transplants who justified their invasion 
with a violent creation myth that the land 
was “uninhabited.” 


Knowing whose ancestral land you’re 
on makes visible more than 500 years 
of Indigenous survivance (survival + 
resistance). This activity invites you 
to learn the deep history of the land 
you’re on so you can be a more informed 
participant in the movement for climate 
justice. 


1. Go-Around: In a group, facilitate an 
introductory go-round. Ask people to 
introduce themselves with their name, 
gender pronoun, where they are from, 
and the name of the people indigenous to 


that land. If you or someone else does not 
know, simply say “I don’t know.” 


2. Breakout: Find 2-3 people to work with 
in a breakout group. 


3. Reflect: With your small group, give 
everyone 5 minutes to share what they 
know about their ancestry. What do you 
know about where your ancestors are 
from and how you came to live here? 
There are many reasons why some of us 
are not able to trace our ancestry back 
more than a few generations, so you can 
name some of those social and historical 
ruptures.  


4. Research: Together, answer the 
following questions about your 
community’s land and history: 


A Who are the people(s) indigenous to the 
land you’re on? 
     Learn more about the Indigenous 
stewards of your home at Native Land 
Digital (native-land.ca).


A What can you learn about their 
culture?


A What is the Indigenous name of the 
land you’re on? 


A When was colonial contact? 


A What is the history of that colonial 
contact and forced relocation that 
happened in this region? 


A Are there Indigenous people in your 
region as a tribal presence? If not, why?
 


YOU ARE ON NATIVE LANDACTIVITY







A Were they absorbed by another tribe? 
Relocated out of state? Where are they 
now?


A Are they federally recognized, state 
recognized, or not formally recognized? 


A What exactly is recognition and how 
does that affect this community? 


A Were there treaties made? Are these 
treaties being upheld? 


A Where is the nearest reservation? 


A What is the history of industry on that 
reservation? Is there a mineral export or 
natural resource? What is the history of 
extraction? What are the health effects of 
this extractive project? 


5. Find solidarity: Now that you’ve done 
the work of understanding the social 
and historical landscape, what is this 
community currently concerned with? 
Are there any issues that also affect you 
and your community? Are there any 
campaigns that you can support? How 
can you work in solidarity? 


6. Plug in: If there isn’t local work to plug 
into, look into national and international 
campaigns such as Change The Name, 
Missing and Murdered Indigenous 
Women, and LandBack. Consider 
how your community might be able to 
advance these fights by raising funds or 
organizing solidarity actions. 


7. Continue learning: Keep educating 
yourself and each other. Learn more 
about other dimensions of Indigenous 


power-building. 


A What is Indigenous Traditional 
Ecological Knowledge (TEK)? 


A What is Free, Prior, and Informed 
Consent (FPIC)? 


A How are cultural repatriation and 
language revitalization relevant to 
changes in the environment? 


Continue listening and learning about 
the ways in which Indigenous sovereignty 
and stewardship protect the climate for 
us all. 
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Strikers and supporters gather in the fields outside of 
Paso Ranch, 1973. Photo: Criz Sanchez c/o
Walter P. Reuther Library, Wayne State University.







LABOR: HEALTH FOR THE LAND 
AND FOR THE PEOPLE WHO WORK IT


Organized labor and environmental 
movements have often found common 
cause, standing together against the 
exploitation of both nature and workers. 
This intersection has included promoting 
the conservation of natural resources, 
opposing the destruction of public land, 
linking the dangers of pollution to the 
harming of workers and the surrounding 
communities, and drawing attention to 
the excesses of corporate profits and its 
impact on human health. Together, these 
causes articulate an essential narrative: 
economic profit isn’t neutral; it entails 
immense costs for workers and the 
natural world. Addressing protections for 
workers and the environment together 
ensures safer conditions on the job and 
safer surroundings in the neighborhood. 
 Formed in 1962, the United 
Farmworkers of America (UFWA) became 
a powerhouse social movement due to 
the leadership of visionary organizers 
like Cesar Chavez and Dolores Huerta, 
who prioritized building public awareness 
and solidarity through nonviolent direct 
action tactics used by both workers and 


their supporters. Their organizing strategy 
relied on strikes and boycotts to reveal 
the humanity of invisibilized field laborers 
to sympathetic consumers and forge a 
powerful alliance between farmworkers 
and food buyers. UFWA’s highly impactful 
grape and lettuce boycotts exposed the 
industrial use of pesticides that poisoned 
the workers in the fields and polluted the 
food supply. These campaigns could be 
considered early victories of the climate 
justice movement, with both real-world 
wins and movement wins: many industrial 
pesticides were taken off the market, 
increasing health and safety for workers, 
consumers, and the environment. At 
the same time, workers’ direct action 
built the visibility and power of frontline 
communities, consolidating strength for 
future struggles. 
 Javier Viramontes’ Boycott Grapes 
(1973) illustrates how UFWA leveraged 
high impact visuals such as posters 
and pamphlets to reach an expanding 
audience and encourage them to pressure 
growers through boycott. The poster 
centers a commanding Indigenous 
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distributing buttons, pressing vinyl 
records of workers’ songs, and printing 
posters like Cotton Dust Kills (1976). Their 
unwavering commitment led to the reform 
of state compensation laws, passage of 
stricter federal cotton dust standards, 
compensation to textile workers disabled 
by brown lung, and more. 


A


EarthFirst! is a large, decentralized 
activist network that came of age in the 
US in the 1980s and 1990s through 
sustained nonviolent direct actions that 
halted the destruction of old growth 
forests. This Is Where The 90s Begin 
(1990) is an EarthFirst! flyer calling for 
Redwood Summer, a massive campaign 
to protect ancient redwood forests in 
Northern California from the voracious 
timber industry. At the time, legal 
challenges to tree cutting were being 
pursued through the courts, however, 
these proceedings took time to resolve, 
which provided a window for timber 
companies to accelerate their work 
and circumvent logging restrictions. 
Rather than wait and allow irrevocable 
damage to occur, activists went directly 
to the frontlines and used their bodies to 
physically obstruct further desecration 
of old-growth forests. EarthFirst! 
popularized confrontational nonviolent 
direct action tactics such as tree sits, 
tree spiking, and human blockades, a 
strategy that worked symbiotically with 
the legal front. Their work successfully 
delayed cutting until court rulings passed 
state laws with stronger environmental 
and species protections.
 Many timber workers saw 
EarthFirst! as a threat to their livelihood 
and blockades at job sites often turned 
violent. Rather than fall for the industry 
propaganda that pitted workers against 


face, evoking the Chicano farmworkers’ 
ancestral heritage, as the blood of 
farmworkers is forcefully squeezed out of 
fistfulls of grapes. 
 Ester Hernanez’s Sun Mad (1979) 
is a sharply satirical poster that exposes 
the threats facing workers and educates 
consumers about the connection between 
workers’ health and environmental 
impacts. The image piggybacks on the 
visual brand recognition of the Sun Maid 
company and flips it into a critique of the 
very same brand, making this an early 
example of “adbusting.” Hernanez was 
raised in a farming town at the base of 
the Sierra Nevada mountains where she 
experienced firsthand the contamination 
of her town’s drinking water by pesticides 
used in the fields. Witnessing the 
poisoning of her community, and her 
father’s active involvement in UFWA, 
inspired Hernandez to reveal the hidden 
cost in the grape industry. 


A


Since the Antebellum plantations, the 
production of cotton has been associated 
with exploitation, and in the 1970s 
the industry became a flashpoint for 
grassroots labor organizing. Processing 
cotton fiber yields large quantities of 
cotton dust, and unprotected textile 
workers often develop a chronic 
respiratory disease known as byssinosis, 
or brown lung. From the 1960s into the 
80s, members of the Carolina Brown 
Lung Association (CBLA) successfully led 
organizing efforts with textile workers to 
promote their health and safety. CBLA 
deployed a variety of tactics to raise 
consciousness and build power: producing 
leaflets, commissioning medical reports, 


Xavier Viramontes, Boycott Grapes,  offset printed 
poster, 1973.
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environmentalists, EarthFirst! began to 
organize loggers who were concerned 
about the rate of harvest and helped 
train them in other non-extractive jobs. 
Judi Bari, a former union organizer, was 
key to forming Local 1 of the Industrial 
Workers of the World (IWW) as the labor 
wing of EarthFirst! While preparing 
for Redwood Summer, Bari and fellow 
activist Derek Cherney were seriously 
injured when a pipe bomb exploded in 
their car. While the official record states 
the evidence was inconclusive, many 
believe that Bari was targeted by the 
industry or the federal government for 
her effectiveness in bridging eco-activists’ 
and workers’ interests. This alliance-
building subverts the extractive industry’s 
claim of being good for communities, 
declaring that decimating natural 
resources is a dead end for workers and 
local economies. A sustainable economy 
centered around the health of the land 
and of the people who work it is the only 
equitable way forward. A 


Earth First!, logo and button design, ca. 1990s.
Opposite: Ester Hernandez, Sun Mad, screenprint, 
1981.
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Mountain Musician’s Cooperative, Brown Lung 
Cotton Mill Blues, vinyl record cover, 1975. Opposite: 
Frank Blechman Jr. and Charlotte Brody (Carolina 
Brown Lung Association), Cotton Dust Kills, offset 
printed poster, 1976 .
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Woman with monkey wrench in a car blockade of the 
Shawnee National Forest, 1990. Photo: Orin Langelle 
c/o GJEP. Opposite: Earth First!, This Is Where The 90s 
Begin, photocopied flyer, 1990.
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Members of United Farm Workers picket Safeway 
Stores, 1971. Photo: David Cupp c/o The Denver Post/
Getty.
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This activity elaborates on the Points of 
Intervention framework originally created 
by The Ruckus Society.


Points of Intervention is a classic direct 
action planning tool used to assess the 
landscape of a particular issue and 
determine where you can make the 
biggest impact. For example, the United 
Farm Workers of America identified 
the grocery store as a critical point of 
intervention: they went to where their 
products (and labor) were being bought 
and sold to reach consumers and enroll 
them in their coalition. 
 The materials in the Box Set are 
creative tactics (posters, banners, patches, 
etc.) used at a certain time and place to 
mobilize people, counter the dominant 
narrative and insert a new one, and 
interrupt business as usual. Other tactics 
include marches and rallies, sit-ins and 
human blockades, internet memes and 
street murals. Often an array of tactics 
are deployed together as part of a larger 
strategy to achieve a specific goal, such 
as changing a law or shutting down an 
extractive project. 
 This activity walks you through 
the 5 points of intervention and a 
process of prototyping creative actions.   
   
Point of Production:  Where harmful goods 
and services are produced and profits are 
being made at the expense of workers and 
the environment (e.g. a factory).


Point of Destruction: Where social, 
cultural, and/or environmental harm is 
taking place and violence is happening to 
people or the planet (e.g. a mine).
 


Point of Consumption: Where harmful 
products and services are bought, sold, 
and reach consumers (e.g. a grocery store).


Point of Decision: Where consequential 
decisions are made and plans for the 
future are determined (e.g. a courthouse).


Point of Assumption: Places and spaces, 
both physical and abstract, that uphold 
the status quo and can be subverted, also 
called “culture jamming.” Look at where 
values and myths are reinforced: maps, 
advertisements, pop culture, and holidays 
(e.g. Columbus Day).


Points of intervention can be literal or 
symbolic. For example, a farm is a point 
of production because food is grown 
there, but a university is also a point 
of production because knowledge is 
produced there. 
 1. Brainstorm: In small groups, pick 
an issue represented in the box set. On 
big paper, make columns for each point 
of intervention. Think about everything 
related to your issue and list as many 
points of intervention as possible.
 2. Prototype: Once you’ve 
generated lots of ideas, select the most 
compelling point for each of the five 
categories. Consider who you are trying 
to reach and what creative methods you 
can employ to reach them. Prototype 
one creative intervention for each point. 
Describe the action and the motto or 
message, or better yet, draw it out. 
 3. Share: Pitch your action ideas 
to each other. Discuss what feels exciting, 
what feels doable, and what you think 
would work in real life. 


POINTS OF INTERVENTION ACTIVITY
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Mothers of East LA, Prison Busters, and the Coalition Against the Prison 
at 16 de Septiembre parade, Boyle Heights, Los Angeles, 1986 (rear: Frank 
Villalobos, Veronica Garcia and Luis Garcia; front William Villalobos and 
Carlos Garcia). Photo: Howard Frazier c/o MELA.







LAND: 
URBAN AND RURAL


Land, as both a resource and a value, 
resides at the very heart of all solutions-
based climate justice work. Movements 
for self-determination led by Indigenous, 
Black, brown, and working class people 
are inextricably tied to control of land: 
who governs the land, who makes 
decisions about the land, what is grown 
upon that land and who it feeds, how the 
land financially sustains a community, 
and how a community sustains the land 
for future generations. Ultimately, these 
questions all point to a deeper one: what 
is the relationship we want to have with 
land? Is land merely a commodity from 
which maximum wealth is extracted, 
or is it a living force that we co-exist in 
partnership with? 
 These questions are the North Star 
for countless groups leading visionary 
organizing projects to reclaim land already 
lost, protect land critically at risk, restore 
dignity to those who work upon the land, 
and regenerate the earth from the damage 
done by an extractive economy that 
has rapidly accelerated climate chaos 
across the planet. In both rural and urban 


landscapes, grassroots organizations 
share similar principles of fighting for 
community control of land, keeping 
people in their homes, and ensuring their 
neighborhoods offer fair jobs, fresh food, 
clean water, and safety for their youth. 
 In many rural communities 
residents often face a catch-22, with 
little choice than to sustain their families 
through extractive jobs such as strip 
mining, mountain-top removal, and 
fracking projects that damage and 
destroy the environment. When that 
industry has wiped out all the available 
resources, residents are left with neither 
jobs nor viable land.
 In cities, the struggle for community 
control of land manifests differently, yet 
remains oriented around the question of 
who makes decisions about development 
and land use, especially in low-income 
neighborhoods. Control of land here looks 
like organizing for schools, health centers, 
and green spaces instead of freeways, 
prisons, and pipelines—which, much like 
in rural communities, often come with an 
elusive promise of jobs. 


FIVE
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1880 and 1910 that separated the 
surface land (including houses, structures, 
surface water and crops) from ownership 
of the mineral rights (anything of value 
below the ground). When these contracts 
were signed, the only method of mining 
in practice was to dig holes in the sides 
of mountains to extract coal by hand, 
shovels, and oxen. But by the 1950s, 
the development of massive machinery 
and use of heavy explosives brought the 
advent of large-scale strip mining to the 
region. In 1956, Kentucky’s highest court 
ruled that the mineral owners’ rights 
were dominant, and that coal companies 
could extract their mineral through any 
method that was deemed “necessary or 
convenient,” even if it meant obliterating 
the forest, farms, and surface lands 
and waters owned by local residents. 
Adding further injury, the state legislature 
established a tax rate of essentially zero 
for unmined coal property owned mostly 
by out-of-state corporations worth 
billions of dollars, undermining the local 
property tax system that was the primary 
source of funding for schools and local 
governments in eastern Kentucky. These 
practices functioned together as a system, 
effectively ravaging the region both 
ecologically and economically.
 Save The Homeplace (1988), 
commissioned by KFTC and produced 
by Jeff Chapman-Crane, highlights 
grassroots efforts to educate Kentucky 
voters on a referendum to abolish coal 
companies’ abuse of Broad Form Deeds. 
This tenacious organizing campaign 
resulted in 82% of Kentucky voters 
supporting an amendment to the 
Kentucky Constitution declaring that 
companies could only use methods of 
mining that existed at the time Broad 
Form Deed contracts were signed, unless 
they negotiated an agreement with the 


 Both rural and urban land 
movements ask: what constitutes 
investment and who stands to benefit? 
These decisions determine the security of 


those who live there, the health of the land 
itself, and the potential for restraining the 
forces of climate change. 


A


Early in the 1981, the grassroots 
community organization Kentucky 
Fair Tax Coalition (KFTC) formed with 
a focus on winning economic and 
environmental justice for communities in 
the Appalachian mountains of eastern 
Kentucky. At the time, coal companies 
were exploiting rulings by courts and 
state officials which allowed them to strip 
mine land without permission from or 
compensation to surface owners. To do 
this, coal companies relied on Broad Form 
Deeds, legal contracts signed between 


Designer unknown, Stop Black Lung Murder, 
graphic, ca. 1960s. Opposite: Jeff Chapman-Crane 
(Kentuckians for the Commonwealth), Save the 
Homeplace, offset printed poster, 1988
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Mothers of East LA take over a presentation to the community 
by prison planners, Lincoln Heights Senior Center, Los Angeles, 
1986. Photo: Howard Frazier c/o MELA. Opposite: Mothers of 
East Los Angeles, No Prison In ELA, offset printed poster, 1985.
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Madres de la Plaza do Mayo in Argentina 
(and later El Salvador), who staged weekly 
protests demanding the government 
release information about their children 
who had been disappeared during the 
military dictatorship from 1976–1983. 
Projecting moral authority in a way that 
only mothers can, they protested weekly 
at Olympic Bridge in East Los Angeles, 
growing in size from 200 to almost 8000, 
ultimately taking their protest directly 
to the state capitol, filling the senate 
chamber with bodies and surrounding the 
building with chanting that reverberated 
through the halls. 
 No Prison in East LA (1985) 
is a reproduction of a placard used 
during one of their protests. The image 
simultaneously foreshadows a young 
Latino boy’s future incarceration and his 
defiance towards criminalization, with 
the prison bars looking almost like war 
paint. It is particularly powerful because it 
shows how MELA transcended traditional 
not-in-my-backyard protests against 
prisons by making this a fight against 
incarceration more broadly. After an eight 
year organizing battle, the prison’s contract 
was canceled, propelling MELA toward 
more community wins —preventing the 
installation of a trash incinerator and 
a waste hazard treatment plant, and 
investing in local community through 
supporting neighborhood commercial 
corridors, community clean-ups, tree 
plantings, building bus shelters, and more. 


A


In the Gulf South—a region where the 
geographic footprints of modern oil 
refineries overlap with those of former 
slave plantations—the limited choice for 
work lies with either the oil industry or 
the fishing industry, posing an economic 
dilemma where one soure of livelihood 


surface owner. Around that same time, 
KFTC also won a court ruling that all 
property , including unmined minerals, 
must be taxed at its fair market value. 
In doing so, KFTC not only wrested 
back funding for a public good, but 
revealed the lie that extractive industries 
benefit the local economy. Shortly after 
these successful campaigns, KFTC 
took on a new name, Kentuckians For 
The Commonwealth, and continues 
to organize for racial, economic, and 
environmental justice statewide.


A


In cities too, communities have long been 
pushing for resilient infrastructure in the 
face of an urban development approach 
motivated by profit and pervaded by 
deep-seated structural racism. In 1986, 
a group of Latina mothers in East 
Los Angeles mobilized to prevent the 
construction of a state prison in their 
neighborhood. Despite making up the 
bulk of the Los Angeles population, 
Latinos were underrepresented in local 
politics, creating opportunities for 
corporate interests to locate their less 
desirable projects (including freeways, 
federal prisons, and trash incinerators) in 
Latino neighborhoods with less pushback. 
The prison development project revealed 
not only a lack of regard for the Latino 
community, but also the community’s lack 
of political representation to prevent it. 
 Organizing out of a church 
basement, hundreds of mothers and their 
families built a fierce coalition to thwart 
the proposal. Named the Mothers of 
East L.A. (MELA) by a local parish priest 
Monsignor John Moretta, they wore white 
scarves around their heads, echoing las 


Ricardo Levins Morales, The People’s Hurricane Relief 
Fund and Oversight Coalition, digital poster, 2005.







Activists gathered to stop the demolition of public 
housing in New Orleans, LA, 2016. Photo: Shana 
Griffin. Opposite: John Fitzgerald, Katrina Was A 
Problem, letterpress, 2006.
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en masse at city meetings. It is a reminder 
that the fossil fuel economy causes, and 
benefits from, the displacement of people 
of color and the disinvestment in their 
communities. 
 As climate catastrophe accelerates, 
a pattern of (un)natural disasters and (un)
expected callousness of the government’s 
response has created an opening for 
community building. Mutual aid networks 
spring up when people realize that the 
government and insurance companies 
aren’t going to save them, and that 
neighbors helping neighbors is an 
essential strategy for collective recovery. 
In New Orleans and beyond, mutual 
aid groups have proven to be more 
effective than FEMA and international 
NGOs, distributing food and supplies, 
offering medical care and childcare, and 
performing other basic services. 


A


Community land trusts are a creative 
and viable strategy for restoring our 
relationship with land, seeing land 
as a fundamental right essential to 
the liberation of all people. Trusts are 
legal structures that remove land from 
the real estate market, generally for 
99 years, allowing the community to 
steward it toward a social good. The 
land is de-commodified: its value is no 
longer economic, but rather social and 
ecological. Land Gives Life (mid 1970s), 
a poster produced by the Northern 
California Land Trust Association 
(NCTLA), articulates the importance 
of redistributing land into the hands of 
Black people as a method of righting 
historical wrongs. This work is ongoing: 
the NCTLA still exists and is growing, as 
are insurgent land trust projects in the 
South Bronx, Oakland, and hundreds of 
places in-between.


actively destroys the other. Southern 
Louisiana is currently threatened by 
devastating climate impacts: increased 
frequency of hurricanes, rising sea levels, 
natural wetlands being destroyed by 
intrusive pipelines, and offshore drilling 
bringing seawater into fragile freshwater 
ecosystems, destroying their ability to act 
as natural storm barriers. Residents’ social 
and natural ecosystems are at stake. 
 Hurricane Katrina landing on the 
shores of Louisiana in 2005 revealed an 
even greater disaster than the storm itself: 
race determines the quality of emergency 
response people will receive from the 
US government. Racial disparities 
deepened during longer-term rebuilding 
efforts when urban renewal programs 
and the tourist industry were prioritized 
over helping multi-generational Black 
residents come home and rebuild. The 
poster Nothing About Us Without Us is 
For Us (2005), by Ricardo Levins Morales 
for People’s Hurricane Relief Fund, is the 
visualization of a promise: the restoration 
of our city will not happen without the 
meaningful involvement of the city’s long-
term residents.
 John Fitzgerald’s poster, Katrina 
Was A Problem (2006), intervenes 
in a particular moment during New 
Orleans’ rebuilding where basic public 
infrastructures such as housing and 
schools were privatized, resulting, for 
example, in New Orleans being the only 
city in the US with an entirely privatized 
school system. Fitzgerald’s poster calls out 
the elimination of public housing after the 
storm as a violation of the social contract, 
or what Naomi Klein refers to as “disaster 
capitalism”—when private interests 
exploit crises and conflicts to maximize 
profit and push through morally bankrupt 
policies. The poster was used by housing 
activists in their organizing, and held up 
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Northern California Land Trust, Land Gives Life, offset 
printed poster, ca. 1970.
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A


The LandBack movement articulates 
a centuries-long struggle to fortify 
Indigenous communities by reclaiming 
land and the social dimensions 
inextricably tied to land: culture, kinship, 
language, food, medicine, ceremony, 
and governance. Organizers cite the 
displacement of Indigenous people from 
their ancestral territories as the root of all 
the issues plaguing their communities, an 
analysis which contextualizes everything 
from dramatic health disparities to 
ruptures in spiritual practices as effects of 
environmental violence. 
 Beyond restoring the health of 
Indigenous communities, LandBack’s 
goal of putting Indigenous lands in 
Indigenous hands benefits us all: 
Indigenous leadership in areas like 
protecting biodiversity, harnessing 
sustainable agriculture, and realigning 
our values is a strategy for long-term 
social and ecological transformation. 
Centering the return of the Black Hills in 
South Dakota to the Lakota, Dakota, and 
Nakota people as a cornerstone fight, 
LandBack is growing as a hashtag, a 
framework, and a climate solution across 
Turtle Island, and building international 
solidarity around another crucial 
LandBack fight: Palestine. A 


Indigenous Peoples’ Day march in Rapid City, SD, 
2020. Photo: Willi White.
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Like the Waters We Rise uplifts many 
stories of people forging strong bonds 
to beat the odds. Building power starts 
with identifying the people you are 
connected to and the resources you can 
collectively utilize. An ecosystem inventory 
is an overview of your neighbors, your 
neighborhood, the natural elements 
that surround you, and how all of these 
components connect. 
 
What exactly is an “ecosystem?”
Eco (from the Greek word oikos) means 
home. Ecosystem means home + together. 


Ecosystem means all the relationships 
in a home—from microorganisms, 
plants, animals, and people to water, 
soil, and air. An ecosystem is not simply 
a catalog of all the things that exist in a 
place; it houses all those relationships 
in a dynamic network. We are all part of 
multiple ecosystems: on the larger side, 
the geographical area that we live in; on 
the smaller side, our family, our school or 
workplace, or a cultural scene. 
 
In this activity we’re going to explore 
the geographical region where you 
live. There are two parts to this process: 
the inventory (identifying what you 
have and don’t have access  to) and 
the synthesis (interpreting that data to 
analyze strengths and weaknesses in your 
community and what to do about it). 
 
Data about your geographical community 
proves invaluable in a variety of climate-
related situations. When an unexpected 
weather event happens like a storm or 
a flood, you can use this information 
to activate a neighbor-to-neighbor 


mutual aid network. It could also help 
you start a community garden, initiate a 
participatory art project, or do outreach 
for a campaign. 
 
Note: this activity is very adaptable 
depending on the group, the outcome, 
and time constraints. You can build the 
inventory as a list or a hand-drawn map. 
Alternatively you can give participants a 
map of their town/city or use this as the 
basis of a field trip. 
 
Part I: A smaller-scale ecosystem


1. Locate Yourself: Think about an 
ecosystem that you are a part of, for 
example: your family, your school, a 
music scene, an online community, a 
sports team, a faith community, etc. Take 
some time to think about the following 
questions and share your answers with a 
partner:


A What role do I play in my ecosystem? 


A How do I contribute to the wellbeing of 
my ecosystem? 


A Who am I already deeply connected to 
in my ecosystem? 


A Who do I want to build deeper 
connections with in my ecosystem? 
 
Part II: Your geographical community as 
an ecosystem


2. Inventory: Now we’re going to 
zoom out and look at your larger 
community ecosystem. In pairs or small 
groups, conduct an inventory of your 
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community’s assets. Answer the following 
questions: 


A Where do you live? 


A How many of your neighbors do you 
know? How close are they? 


A Who do you call upon for help? Who 
calls on you for help?


A What are the places that are important 
to you and why?


A Where do you hang, play, or gather 
outside? Where are the parks, gardens, 
and green spaces? 


A Where are the spaces for culture, art, 
and music?


A Where do people gather in large 
groups? 


A Where can you host a community 
gathering?


A Are there any buildings, intersections, 
areas, or recurring events that benefit the 
community?


A What is happening in your community 
that is good for the environment?


A What is happening in your community 
that is harmful to the environment? 


A Where do people share information by 
word of mouth? Think about the corner 
store, the barber shop and beauty salon, 
the playground, book store, etc. 


3. Synthesize: After inventorying, analyze 
the findings. Partner up with another 
group and compare what you’ve come 
up with. What are the strengths of your 
community? What assets do you have? 
What do your community and community 
members do well? Correspondingly, where 
are you noticing weaknesses in your 
community? What relationships need 
to be strengthened? What places need 
to be developed? What could be added, 
adapted, or transformed to better serve 
folks in the area? Make lists. 


4. Next steps: How is this work useful? 
This data could be developed into a larger 
collective climate preparedness plan for 
your block or neighborhood. You could 
add qualitative data to the quantitative 
data by conducting interviews with 
community members. If you’re working 
with younger folks, spin this into a 
scavenger hunt. Even if you don’t have 
any concrete steps yet, simply introducing 
yourself to your neighbors is a good place 
to start.







Draping flags of peace on the Seneca Army Depot 
fence, 1983. Photo: Mima Cataldo.







ANTI-EXTRACTION: 
FROM NUKES TO THE BLACK SERPENT


A movement coalesces to confront 
a global, existential threat that 
disproportionately impacted frontline 
communities. Sound familiar? But 
this isn’t contemporary climate 
justice activism; it’s a movement that 
emerged in the 1960s in response to the 
apocalyptic risk posed by nuclear war, 
nuclear power waste, weapons testing, 
and uranium mining, which gained 
momentum through coordinated days 
of actions, occupations, and popular 
education. A small but powerful segment 
of this antinuclear movement advanced 
intersectional principles and strategies 
that foregrounded race, economics, 
and gender—encouraging women and 
Indigenous people to lead.


A


 Mount Taylor is one of four sacred 
mountains that frame the ancestral 
homelands of the Diné people. It serves 
as a pilgrimage site for at least thirty 
Indigenous nations, including the Navajo, 
Hopi, and Zuni peoples, and the Acoma 
and Laguna Pueblos. Streams from the 


mountain feed into drinking water for 
the entire region. Mount Taylor also sits 
atop an enormous uranium deposit, 
and by 1980 it had become one of the 
largest uranium mining sites in the US. 
The uranium extracted here was destined 
for use in the manufacture of nuclear 
weaponry, with Indigenous workers 
often performing the hazardous work of 
mining this radioactive resource, risking 
their health and relationship to their 
community. 
 The Say No To Uranium poster 
(1980) captures a major moment of 
Indigenous resistance. It tells many 
stories at once. At the center, a vision 
of an Indigenous future for the Diné 
people. In the bottom corners, solidarity 
with related fights on other tribal lands. 
At the time, the protest was the largest 
antinuclear gathering in New Mexico, 
and subsequently led to the formation 
of the Mount Taylor Alliance, a group of 
Indigenous and non-Indigenous people 
whose fierce opposition resulted in the 
mine shutting down operations in 1990.
However, closure was not the final 
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a new treaty, the day’s events elevated 
the movement and paved the way for a 
growing popular consensus to shrink US 
nuclear stockpiles for the health of people 
and the planet.
 


A


Inspired by this growing domestic 
movement and a dynamic new tactic 
of squatter peace camps in Europe, the 
1982 Seneca Women’s Encampment for a 
Future of Peace and Justice was conceived 
of at a conference on disarmament and 
global feminism. Ensuing conversations 
led to the founding of a peace camp near 
the Seneca Army Depot, a storage facility 
for nuclear weapons in upstate New York. 
After staking claim to the space through 
direct action, they formed a non-profit and 
purchased the land for a vast encampment 


solution: the land and the surrounding 
communities are still living with the 
impacts of environmental racism: 
abandoned mines, unsealed pits, waste 
piles, and highly radioactive materials 
pose significant health risks to residents. 
Scars of the industry dot residential areas 
as a reminder of the mining companies’ 
and the federal government’s cavalier 
attitude toward uranium exposure. In 
2020, full remediation of the land and 
water of the region finally began. At 
Mount Taylor and other mining sites on 
tribal lands, community members are still 
working to repair the land—work which 
will continue for generations. 
  


A


The March for Nuclear Disarmament in 
June of 1982 saw a million people gather 
in New York City with a clear demand: an 
end to the Cold War nuclear arms race. 
This mass demonstration strategically 
coincided with the United Nations Second 
Special Session on Disarmament, when 
President Ronald Reagan’s proliferation 
of US nuclear stockpiles and pro-nuclear 
weapons rhetoric was at its peak. The 
main rally in Central Park was the largest 
disarmament protest in US history, with 
activists from all over the country sharing a 
common vision of eliminating our nuclear 
arsenal and redirecting resources towards 
social goods. While nuclear disarmament 
was the central focus of the rally, different 
groups of demonstrators brought different 
politics to the event.  
 The Third World and Progressive 
People’s Coalition—and their poster 
promoting the march—drew clear links 
to other social justice issues such as high 
rates of urban poverty at home and 
military intervention abroad. While the 
rally did not create enough pressure to 
force the UN special session into ratifying 


Peaceful protest outside the main gate of the Seneca 
Army Depot, 1983. Photo: Catherine Allport. Opposite: 
American Indian Environmental Council, Say No To 
Uranium, offset printed poster, 1980.



















Marching for peace near the Seneca Women’s Peace Camp, 1983. Photo: 
Mima Cataldo. Previous page spread, left: Third World and Progressive 
Peoples Coalition, et. al., March for Nuclear Disarmament and Human 
Needs, offset printed poster, 1982. Previous page spread, right: Bonnie 
Acker, Seneca Women’s Peace Encampment, offset printed poster, 1983.
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run from North Dakota to Washington 
D.C. to demand an end to the 1,172-mile-
long Dakota Access Pipeline, carrying 
extremely combustible crude oil and 
posing a serious threat to the region’s 
water, while also harming sacred cultural 
sites and burial grounds. The physical 
and spiritual courage of these youth 
catalyzed a movement: Sacred Stone 
Camp and Oceti Sakowin Prayer Camp 
were established on Lakota treaty 
territory, held by a Lakota, Dakota, and 
Nakota governance structure (also known 
as the Seven Fires Council). Bolstered by 
allies from across the globe, the Standing 
Rock encampment had swelled to over 
10,000 people by late 2016, with kitchens, 
schools, medical care and wellness 
centers, a screenprinting tent (for patches, 


of women, organized into a multitude of 
working groups and guided by a vision of 
peace, ecofeminism, and anti-militarism. 
The aim was not only to build opposition to 
nuclear weapons, but to analyze land and 
gender together while building connections 
between women’s groups in service of 
protecting the earth. The camp existed 
continuously for eleven years, sowing 
the seeds for a more evolved antiwar 
movement, one that named the US military 
as the world’s largest single polluter and 
major contributor to climate chaos. 
 


A


A defining new chapter in the resistance 
to fossil fuel infrastructure began in early 
2016, when a group of youth from the 
Standing Rock Sioux Tribe organized a 


Water Protector on horseback at Standing Rock, ND, 
2016. Photo:  Ryan Vizzions. Opposite: Dylan Miner, 
No Pipelines on Indigenous Land, linocut, 2016.
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Water protector overlooks Oceti Sakowin Camp, Standing 
Rock, ND, 2016. Water is Life backpatch image by Nicolas 
Lampert. Photo: Kiliii Yüyan. Following page spread, right: 
Hannah Chalew, Protect What You Love, screenprint, 2018.
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banners, and shirts), and daily direct 
action trainings. Indigenous people and 
their allies stood in prayerful defiance to 
the Dakota Access Pipeline, known the 
world over by the hashtag #NODAPL. 
 Indigenous leaders and their 
supporters popularized the Lakota term 
Mňí Wicóni (Water is Life) and refused 
the term “protesters,” insisting instead on 
being referred to as water protectors. This 
emphasis on “protection” combined with 
the elegance of the refrain “water is life” 
framed protest tactics as reverent and 
sacred, and imbued the fight against the 
pipeline with a sense of spiritual authority. 
Dylan A.T. Miner’s No Pipelines On 
Indigenous Land is inspired by the refrain 
“kill the black snake,” popularized during 
the NoDAPL movement. The meaning 
of the black snake became two-fold: it 
represents the winding pathway of black 
barrels carrying black oil, and it references 
a Lakota prophecy about a black snake 
that threatens sacred lands and water 
as it seeks to destroy the earth. Along 
with the tipi and Thunderbird Woman, 
the black snake was one of the most 
replicated visual elements coming out of 
Standing Rock, and continues to be reused 
in and reimagined for other pipeline 
struggles across the Americas. 
 Miner’s image is not simply 
effective because of its graphic potency, 
but because of how it was distributed. 
It was created as a linocut relief print, 
but rather than distribute traditional 
prints, Miner scanned and put the image 
online for free distribution. It quickly 
spread through web-based networks, 
being used as a popular avatar and 
shared across Instagram and Facebook.  
More interestingly, it also was printed 
out en masse by people in their homes 
and workplaces, who used it to make 
their own protest placards and posters, 
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an entirely new infrastructure through a 
precious watershed, while also leaving the 
old, crumbling pipeline—already proven 
to have fissures that can produce leaks—
in the ground. Enbridge claims their 
plan is fail-proof, however, they are also 
the company responsible for the largest 
inland oil spill in the United States. The 
new pipeline corridor is set to run through 
untouched wetlands and treaty territory 
of Anishinaabe peoples, through the 
watersheds of the Mississippi River and 
the shore of Lake Superior. All pipelines 
leak, and an even larger catastrophe feels 
inevitable. 
 Thanks to the increase in anti-
pipeline organizing, banks, fossil fuel 
financiers, and infrastructure contractors 
now face reputational risks when taking 
on pipeline projects. To ratchet up the 
pressure on these major players, water 
protectors in Northern Minnesota have 
locked themselves inside sections of 
pipe, barricaded access to the pumping 
sites, and shut down construction—even 
in freezing temperatures. Organizers 
have demanded Enbridge halt new 
construction, clean up the mess created by 
their old, failing infrastructure, and provide 
jobs to local residents in the process.
 Dio Cramer’s Defund Line 3 (2019)
is one of many artworks used for making 
resistance visible and naming what 
stands to be lost. Her work features a bird 
clutching a snake spewing droplets of 
oil. It is, like Dylan Miner’s earlier image, 
inspired by the Lakota prophecy of the 
black snake. The image appeared as 
large banners and patches, and evolved 
to include the specific demand to “Defund 
Line 3” for use in a widely distributed 
art kit produced by 350.org and in 
campaigns targeting banks that fund 
fossil fuel projects and profit off of climate 
destruction. A


buttons, stickers, and even skateboard 
decks. A number of organizations printed 
the image on t-shirts and sold them 
as fundraisers for the protest camps 
and legal support for arrested water 
protectors. By letting go of control over 
how the image was used, Miner effectively 
gave ownership of the image to the 
movement, who used it to profound effect. 
 


A


On the heels of Standing Rock, hundreds 
of climate justice activists were invited 
to gather in Atakapa-Ishak territory—
the swamps of Southern Louisiana—to 
support another prayer camp: L’eau 
Est La Vie (French for “water is life”), 
which was set up directly in the line of 
construction of the Bayou Bridge Pipeline 
(BBP). At 163-miles long, the BBP would 
form the southern end of the Dakota 
Access Pipeline, combining to transport 
crude oil from the shale fields in northwest 
North Dakota to refineries in St. James 
Parish, Louisiana. 
 Like in North Dakota, the pipeline 
here would cross hundreds of acres of 
precious wetlands and bodies of water 
that resource tens of thousands of 
families. Despite aggressive intimidation 
from police and authorities who sought to 
catagorize pipeline sabotage as a form of 
domestic terrorism, the local communities 
staged direct actions day after day, 
ranging from kayak blockades to chaining 
their bodies to excavators.
 


A


Another defining Indigenous-led pipeline 
movement—the fight to stop Line 3—
began in 2014 to block the transport of 
diluted tar sands oil from Alberta, Canada 
to Wisconsin. Enbridge, the Canadian 
company responsible for the project, 
has created a twofold threat: building 
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Water and waterways enable connection. 
The first organisms that stepped out 
of water and onto land are our earliest 
relatives. Irrigation allowed people 
to cultivate crops and build their 
communities. Rivers facilitated trade and 
oceans brought migration. Our bodies 
are made of 60% water; we ourselves are 
water. As the leaders of the Standing Rock 
movement told the world: water is life. 
 
Despite the centrality of water in our lives, 
we often don’t know where our water 
originates. Let’s learn about how this life-
giving resource reaches us and translate 
these learnings into a format that is 
accessible and shareable with others. 
 
1. Research: When you turn on the 
tap, where does that water come from? 
Look into your city or town’s water 
infrastructure. Here are some questions 
to consider: Does your water cross 
county lines? State lines? What other 
communities do you share water with? 


2. Learn: What is a watershed? Where is 
your watershed? What is the history of 
that watershed? What plant and animal 
life does that watershed ecosystem 
support? 


3. Analyze:  Are changes occurring to your 
watershed or in the region? Is your water 
safe to drink? Is your water safe to bathe 
in? Why or why not? What makes it safe 
or not safe? Identify what current or future 
threats exist for your water source. Even if 


it’s not in your immediate community, are 
there climate concerns, fossil fuel projects, 
or environmental waste effects that 
threaten the sustainability of your water?
 
4. Make the invisible visible: In small 
groups, make a map of the journey your 
water takes from its source to your tap. 
You can draw your map, do a collage, 
or make a 3D model using simple and 
repurposed materials like cardboard, 
plywood, rope, paint or markers, etc. Focus 
on mapping out the pathway of your 
water from source to tap, but also try to 
visually represent some of the present or 
future risks to your water source. 


5. Need Inspiration? Check out the 
Box Set. So many artists here have 
been inspired by water’s many forms 
and functions, and have used water to 
illustrate the interdependence of all life. 
Discuss why water is such a powerful 
visual and talk about which pieces stand 
out to you.


WATER MAPPINGACTIVITY
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Dio Cramer, Defund Line 3, screenprint, 2019.







Global justice banner drop during the battle of Seattle, 
1999. c/o Reuters/Alamy.







GLOBAL JUSTICE, CLIMATE JUSTICE 


As it has become clear that true 
solutions to climate change must 
transcend national borders, high-profile 
international summits, like the United 
Nations Climate Change Conference of 
the Parties (COP), are sites where heads of 
states, corporate executives, and industry 
lobbyists come together to purportedly 
agree on the goals and plans necessary 
to address climate change. As one of the 
largest contributors to global carbon 
emissions, the United States has an 
opportunity and a moral imperative to 
lead in developing solutions to the growing 
climate crisis. However, in domestic policy 
and on the international stage at the COP 
gatherings, the US government continues 
to skirt accountability. 
 Increasingly, members of frontline 
communities in North America and across 
the Global South are claiming space 
inside the halls of the power, employing 
an “inside-outside” strategy for summits 
like COP, in which people from impacted 
communities go inside meetings as official 
delegates to put pressure on decision-
makers while their activist allies work 
on the outside, organizing protests and 


alternative summits open to all. However, 
sometimes the only strategy to obstruct 
potentially catastrophic outcomes is to 
shut the summit down completely. 
 At the 1999 World Trade 
Organization (WTO) Ministerial 
Conference in Seattle, over 50,000 people, 
led by a coalition of unions and the activist 
group Direct Action Network (DAN), 
clogged all the arteries to the summit and 
effectively shut down the entire city, an 
action now known as The Battle of Seattle. 
Protesters prototyped a broad spectrum 
of nonviolent direct action and creative 
spectacle tactics that have since been 
widely replicated. A heavily militarized 
police presence responded by arresting, 
tear gassing, and firing so-called less-lethal 
munitions at activists and local residents. 
The dramatic events not only disrupted 
the trade agreements, but catalyzed an 
international conversation about the 
true costs of corporate globalization on 
communities in the Global South. 
 The Battle of Seattle was 
instrumental in helping a growing 
intersectional movement of anti‐war, 
labor, environmental, feminist, Indigenous, 
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Global South, especially the Zapatista 
uprising in Chiapas, Mexico in 1994 
which directly challenged NAFTA (The 
North American Free Trade Agreement) 
in a defiant struggle for greater autonomy. 
Tactically, the actions were inspired by 
the antinuclear movement of the 70’s 
and 80’s who used an array of creative 
tactics to challenge global militarization. 
The Battle of Seattle exemplified 
the antiglobalization movement’s 
commitment to cross-border solidarity 
and the necessity of transnational 
networks in resisting neoliberalism. 


A


The WTO protests still echo in recent 
large-scale climate mobilizations such 
as the People’s Climate March and Flood 
Wall Street in 2014. The People’s Climate 
March (PCM) mobilized an estimated 
400,000 people in New York City alone, 
with coordinated solidarity marches 
happening across the country. The day 
after the march, 3000 protestors decended 
upon Wall Street in an unpermitted 
direct action targeting the banks and 
corporations who profit from the fossil fuel 
industry. Known as Flood Wall Street, the 
protest effectively brought the financial 
district to a grinding halt for the day.
 PCM became a major unifying 
moment in the climate justice movement, 
by centering the leadership of communities 
at the frontlines of the crisis and clearly 
naming the many connections between 
these communities’ struggles and a 
multitude of other issues. The magic of the 
PCM was that it used culture to articulate 
all of climate justice’s intersecting issues 
in a single coherent story. The structure 
of the march was a narrative in and of 
itself where everyone has a place in the 
movement—Indigenous groups in the 
lead, followed by immigrants, youth, 


and student activists coalesce into the 
global justice movement (also referred 
to as the anti- or counter-globalization 
movement). Together, they challenged 
the dominant role that transnational 
corporations had in shaping international 
trade agreements, bypassing hard-
won labor rights and environmental 
protections, and railroading democratic 
processes. They called for equitable 
fair trade, sustainable development, 
humane labor practices, and democratic 
representation untainted by corporate 
interests. One enduring rallying cry—“Your 
heart is a muscle the size of your fist. Keep 
loving. Keep fighting.”—continues to find 
home in uprisings all over the world. 
 Strategically, the actions were 
inspired by parallel struggles in the 


Dalia Shevin, Your Heart Is A Muscle, linocut, 2017.
Opposite: Rocky Dobey, Carnival Against Capital, 
offset printed poster, 1999.
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scientists, labor, faith groups, and more. 
The last section of the march proclaimed 
the message “To Change Everything You 
Need Everyone.” The mobilization filled 
forty-seven New York City blocks with 
vibrant messages about who the climate 
justice movement is, a framework that still 
resonates today. The success of the PCM 
is a reminder that science and hard data 
do not activate people the way that art, 
culture, and story can. 


A


Micah Bazant’s Refugees Are Welcome 
Here puts a human face on the ongoing 
refugee crisis, which is driven not just 
by political instability but also climate 
change. Climate-related displacements 
are increasingly more pervasive as 
hurricanes, droughts, fires, and famines 
worsen. With no recognition or protection 
under international law, millions of climate 
refugees are rendered stateless. The US–a 
main architect of social and ecological 
crises worldwide–ought to bear the greatest 
responsibility in welcoming those displaced 
by the global chaos it has created. 
 Here Bazant centers compassion 
as both an interpersonal and political 
solution. When Bazant’s poster was first 
released in 2015 in partnership with 
Jewish Voice for Peace, it immediately 
became an emblem of resistance to 
growing xenophobia in the US. It was 
widely disseminated to local businesses 
and community spaces, becoming 
ubiquitous as newly-elected president 
Trump was attempting to implement 
travel bans for Muslims and restrict 
immigration from “undesirable” 
countries. The poster functions as both 
a call to action (display them in your 
window) and a method of mapping local 
sanctuary spaces (identify them in your 
neighborhood). A
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Gan Golan, People’s Climate March narrative, digital 
graphic,  2014.
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Hurricane Sandy impacted communities during the 
People’s Climate March, 2014. Photo: Joe Brusky. 
Opposite: Cesar Maxit, I Love NY, screenprint, 2014.







We Have The Solutions contingent of the People’s 
Climate March, 2014. Photo: Joe Brusky.
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Protestors at JFK Airport gather to oppose Trump’s 
Muslim Ban, 2017. Photo: Sarah Ji. Opposite: Micah 
Bazant (Jewish Voice for Peace Artist Council), Refugees 
Are Welcome Here, offset printed poster, 2015.
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A 


Rude Mechanical Orchestra performs at the Flood 
Wall Street direct action, New York, 2014. Photo: Mona 
Caron.
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This activity walks participants 
through the foundational architecture 
of an organizing campaign. Working 
in small groups, identify a climate issue 
that is relevant to your school, your 
neighborhood, your scene or cultural 
community, your town or city. It doesn’t 
have to be huge, but it does have to make 
a difference in people’s lives. For example, 
maybe you live in a neighborhood with 
a few vacant lots but no green space 
and you want to establish a community 
garden. Or maybe you want your 
university to divest from fossil fuels, 
raise workers’ wages, or simply start a 
composting program. Follow these steps 
to lay the groundwork of a climate justice 
campaign. 


1. What is the issue? What is having a 
harmful impact on people and places in 
your community?  
A This is the problem you’re facing and 
what is at stake.


2. What is the compelling solution? 
A This is your alternative or solution that 
you want to win. 


3. What is the vision you’re working 
towards? 
A This is what the world looks like when 
you’ve achieved your goal. 


4. What is your concrete goal? 
A This is the location you want to turn 
into a garden, the amount you want to 
increase wages, etc. 


5. Who is the target?
A This is the person or institution who can 
give you what you want.


6. Who is your base?
A These are individuals and groups that 
are either already on your side or are very 
easy to activate.


7. Who are you organizing?
A These are individuals and groups that 
you want to reach and connect to your 
base. 


8. What is the story you are telling?
A This is your short and snappy summary 
that describes the problem, the solution, 
what will happen if we don’t act, and 
encourages people to act. 


9. What can you “show, not tell?”
A These are the signs, symbols, icons, and 
imagery that visualize your fight.


10. What is “the ask”? 
A These are the steps you are asking 
people to take to win (e.g. protest, boycott, 
etc.). 


Make sure you give your campaign a 
name, a slogan, and hashtag. Bonus 
points if you come up with a chant!


For the share back to the big group, 
don’t approach it as a presentation but 
rather as an opportunity to recruit folks 
to join your campaign. Use story, visuals, 
and performance to ignite people’s 
imagination. 


CLIMATE JUSTICE MINI-CAMPAIGNACTIVITY
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People’s Climate March, New York City, 2014. Photo: 
Joe Brusky.







STANDING STRONG 


The sunflower is a cardinal symbol of 
the climate justice movement. Known 
to absorb and remove harmful toxins 
from soil, the sunflower embodies the 
cycle of regeneration our society and the 
earth are in need of. Its bright and bold 
yellow evokes the power of the sun and 
the promise of solar energy. Its robust 
growth and towering height captures 
the steadfast spirit of communities 
who continue to stand tall and blossom 
despite adversity. Its use in pre-colonial 
cuisine from bread-making to snacking 
is a reminder of the nourishment we are 
surrounded by. 
 Some trace the sunflower’s 
movement lineage to anti-nuclear 
protests: sunflowers were used for 
bioremediation in Chernobyl and the 
image took hold in demonstrations after 
the Chernobyl and Fukushima disasters. 
The sunflower was also harnessed as a 
symbol for the inaugural Earth Day in 
1970, where people marched holding 
sunflowers as hope for a new generation. 
Whatever its first iteration, the sunflower 
has been deeply embraced by the climate 


justice movement in the US, appearing 
prominently at hundreds of actions, 
always to proclaim the arrival of a 
brighter future.
  This silkscreened sunflower image 
Climate Justice (2010) was developed in 
advance of the US Social Forum 2010: 
Clean Air, Good Jobs, and Justice for All in 
Detroit, MI. Ananda Lee Tan, of the Global 
Alliance for Incinerator Alternatives, 
connected artist Mona Caron and 
creative activist David Solnit with Ahima 
Maxey of Zero Waste Detroit to consider 
how art could be used to tell their story. 
The image was subsequently used for a 
demonstration at the Detroit Incinerator 
to push Mayor Dave Bing to end trash 
incineration, expand curbside recycling 
and bring new jobs to the city. It was 
soon used again in protest of a refinery in 
Richmond, CA to commemorate the one 
year anniversary of a tragic explosion 
that left 6 workers dead and sent 15,000 
residents to local hospitals from the toxic 
pollution. 
 The strength and popularity of 
the image led to its use at the front of the 
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Art build for climate justice rally, Richmond, CA, 
2015. Photo: David Solnit. Opposite: David Solnit, 
Climate Justice, screenprint, 2010.
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People’s Climate March (2014) led by 
climate justice organizations and frontline 
communities, and for the Tar Sands 
Resistance March (2015), where more 
than five thousand people converged on 
the Twin Cities for the largest march to 
stop tar sands ever in the Midwest. Their 
voices were heard and they successfully 
stopped the planned Sandpiper tar sands 
pipeline, which would have run through 
Minnesota sunflower farms. 
 Artist-activist David Solnit is 
known for using direct and accessible 
climate motifs—like the sunflower—
in participatory screen printing and 
banner painting workshops. These “art 
builds” are essential on-ramps into 
the climate justice movement: artists 
train hundreds of people, exponentially 
increasing the creative output. The 
art production itself is a strategy for 
movement-building, catalyzing people 
into action and mobilizing art into the 
streets to bring us closer to the future we 
want to live in now. A


Sunflowers outside of a nuclear power plant in France, 
2007. Photo: Tristan Nitot c/o Wikimedia Commons.
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With a political poster, artists are often 
trying to distill a very complex issue into 
an evocative and memorable visual, while 
still ensuring that an issue or message 
is immediately recognizable. Looking 
through the collection, you’ll see how the 
emblems of a fist, a sunflower, a snake, 
and a droplet of water are used to evoke a 
history of struggle, a vision for the future, 
or a call to action. 
 
To deepen our understanding of posters 
and movement ephemera, we look to 
semiotics: the study of signs and their 
meaning. A sign is something that stands 
in for something else; basically, anything 
that conveys a larger meaning. A sign can 
be an image or picture, a word or a phrase, 
a piece of clothing, or a physical gesture. 
We encounter signs of all kinds in our 
daily life, but knowing how to strategically 
deploy them to communicate and convey 
a message is an art. 
 
These basic concepts of semiotics 
articulate the relationship between a sign 
and what it signifies: 
 
A A symbol is a sign which does not 
resemble the signified and is arbitrary (e.g. 
a red traffic light is a symbol that means 
‘stop’). 


A An icon is a sign which resembles the 
signified (e.g. an emoji, a diagram, sound 
effects, imitative gestures).


A An index is a sign which is directly 
connected in some way to the signified 
(e.g. smoke means there is a fire, a clock 


tells the time, a fingerprint identifies a 
specific person).


This activity invites participants 
to design some compelling visual 
vocabulary for a climate justice issue. 
 
1. Select: Pair up and pick a climate 
justice issue that you’re interested in 
exploring. 


2. Research: Together, read up on 
the issue and write up 3 paragraphs 
explaining (a) the issue and its root 
causes, (b) what movements are tackling 
the issue, and (c) what these movements 
are implementing or demanding as a 
solution. 


3. Brainstorm: Set a timer for 5 minutes. 
On a big piece of paper, brainstorm all the 
symbols, icons, and indexes you associate 
with your issue. Think big and think small, 
concrete and abstract, get creative.   


4. Hone In: From your big list, choose 1-3 
signs that excite you. Draw them by hand 
or on a computer. Think about pieces 
you’ve seen in the collection and how 
artists rendered their images. Simple and 
stylized generally works best.  


5. Design: Working with paint, markers, 
and big paper, design your poster. As 
you’re designing, begin to think about 
words and phrases and how text will 
compliment your visual. You may want to 
uplift slogans or rallying cries already in 
circulation, but challenge yourself to come 
up with some new ones. Consider your 


THE MEDIUM IS THE MESSAGE: 
POSTER ART     


ACTIVITY
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signs: what are you signifying to people? 
Consider your audience: who do you want 
to see this poster and how might that 
affect what words you use? Consider the 
tone of the poster: how do you want people 
to feel when they see it? You may want to 
work on a couple drafts before you land on 
a design you really love. 


6. Prototype: After you’ve produced your 
poster, dream up 3-5 different pieces of 
movement ephemera using your sign(s). 
What will compliment your poster? Think 
about banners, t-shirts, info-graphics, 
stickers, etc. Sketch out the 3-5 different 
objects. 


7. Present: Share your poster along with 
your other ideas for ephemera to the 
larger group.







Young Lords take the streets for a rally to free political 
prisoner Carlos Feliciano, Lower East Side, New York, 
1971. Photo: Máximo Colon.
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Rae Abileah
Lisa Abbott
Laura June Albert
Mark Amsterdam
Rae Breaux
Rosi de Anda
Ricardo de Anda
Jack Downey
Gan Golan
Lily Gladstone
Shana Griffin
Teri Griffin
Monica Johnson
Natalia Linares
Miguel Luciano
Asa MacPhee
Caty McClure
Elizabeth Mendez-Berry
Jonathan Nahar 
Sarah Nahar
Yasmin Ramirez
Rup Sidhu
Frank Villalobos
Cy Wagoner


The posters included in this set were print-
ed by Jesse Purcell at Repetitive Press in 
Toronto.


The fabric banners were printed by David 
Solnit in the San Francisco Bay Area.


The buttons were made at Interference 
Archive.


This publication was printed by Radix 
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Art build for COP26 in Glasgow, Scotland, 2021. Photo: 
Cy Wagoner.
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Box Set Checklist
Posters:
A United Auto Workers, I Am A Man,  
      1968.
A Young Lords Party, Struggle, 1971.
A Frank Blechman Jr. and Charlotte   
      Brody (Carolina Brown Lung     
      Association), Cotton Dust Kills, 1976.
A American Indian Environmental   
      Council, Say No To Uranium, 1980.
A Ester Hernandez, Sun Mad, 1981.
A Rini Templeton (Big Mountain 
      Support Group), Navajos Resist Forced 
      Relocation, ca. mid-1980s
A Third World and Progressive Peoples 
      Coalition, et. al., March for Nuclear 
      Disarmament and Human Needs, 1982.
A Jeff Chapman-Crane (Kentuckians 
      for the Commonwealth), No Broad 
      Form Deeds, 1988.
A Bonnie Acker (Seneca Women’s Peace 
      Encampment), Women’s Encampment 
      for a Future of Peace and Justice, 1983.
A Northern California Land Trust, Land 
      Gives Life, ca. mid 1970s.
A Joint Warren County State PCB Landfill 
      Working Group, No PCB, 1982.
A Mothers of East Los Angeles, No Prison 
      in ELA, 1985.
A Earth First!, Redwood Summer, 1990.
A Rocky Dobey, Carnival Against Capital, 
      1999.
A John Fitzgerald, Katrina Was A 
      Problem, 2006.
A Cesar Maxit (People’s Climate March), 
      I Love NY, 2014.
A Micah Bazant (Jewish Voice for Peace 
      Artist Council), Refugees Are Welcome 
      Here, 2015.
A Dylan Miner, No Pipelines on 
      Indigenous Land, 2016.
A Hannah Chalew, Protect What You 
      Love, 2018.
A Jesus Barraza, Tierra Indigena, 2019.


Banners:
A David Solnit, Sunflower, 
A Isaac Murdoch, Thunderbird Woman,  
      2016.
A Dio Cramer, Defund Line 3, 2019.


Buttons:
A Artist unknown, Stop Black Lung      
      Murder, ca. 1960s.
A Mothers of East Los Angeles, No Prison  
       in ELA, 1985.
A Earth First!, No Compromise in Defense 
       of Mother Earth, ca. 1990.
A Jesse Purcell, Climate Justice, 2016.
A NDN Collective, Land Back, 2018.
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